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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

We examined adult age differences in day-to-day adjustments in speed-accuracy tradeoffs (SAT) on
a figural comparison task. Data came from the COGITO study, with over 100 younger and 100 older
adults, assessed for over 100 days. Participants were given explicit feedback about their completion
time and accuracy each day after task completion. We applied a multivariate vector auto-regressive
model of order 1 to the daily mean reaction time (RT) and daily accuracy scores together, within each
age group. We expected that participants adjusted their SAT if the two cross-regressive parameters
from RT (or accuracy) on day t-1 of accuracy (or RT) on day t were sizable and negative. We found that:
(a) the temporal dependencies of both accuracy and RT were quite strong in both age groups; (b)
younger adults showed an effect of their accuracy on day t-1 on their RT on day t, a pattern that was in
accordance with adjustments of their SAT; (c) older adults did not appear to adjust their SAT; (d) these
effects were partly associated with reliable individual differences within each age group. We discuss
possible explanations for older adults’ reluctance to recalibrate speed and accuracy on a day-to-day
basis.

Reaction time; multilevel
vector autoregressive model;
speed-accuracy tradeoﬀ;
COGITO

When making decisions in daily life, we know that if we
are under time pressure to solve a problem, we risk reducing accuracy, whereas if we want to produce an accurate
solution we need time. We thus face the dilemma of
sacrificing time for accuracy, or accuracy for response
time. This is the so-called speed-accuracy trade-off (SAT;
Fitts, 1954; Garrett, 1922; Norman & Bobrow, 1975;
Pew, 1969; Yellott, 1971). The SAT can be observed in
various decision-making processes not only in humans,
but also in insects, rodents, and primates, among others (for a review see Heitz, 2014). There are, however,
situations in which taking a longer time may increase
doubt, leading to an inaccurate answer. This is true for
some psychophysical and recognition memory tasks, for
which fast responses tend to be more accurate than slow
responses (Norman & Brobow, 1975). Here, however, we
focus on SAT in the context of choice reaction time tasks
only, where slower responses generally tend to be more
accurate than faster ones.

Methodologically, the SAT can be studied via experimental conditions aimed at influencing subjects’ decision
criteria. Common experimental manipulations include
verbal instructions (emphasizing either speed or accuracy), payoffs (rewarding correct answers and penalizing
errors), temporal deadlines for task completion, varying
response-to-stimulus intervals, and stimulus strength
(Heitz, 2014; Palmer, Huk, & Shadlen, 2005; Wickelgren,
1977). The purpose of such experimental manipulations is to influence subjective decision criteria in the
hope of gaining insight about the decision process.
Existing research on the SAT spans various methodological and statistical approaches. In his review, Heitz
(2014) discusses several mathematical models that have
been proposed to study how subjects (human or not)
adjust to different experimental conditions, while trading off accuracy for speed during choice reaction time
tasks. Probably most popular are models assuming that
individuals sequentially sample information during a
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decision process and continuously update prior knowledge or expectations. The amount of evidence that needs
to be accumulated to elicit a decision between alternative
choices (i.e., the response criterion) can vary across and
within individuals. The accumulated evidence affects the
duration of the decision process and also the likelihood
of making a correct decision, and therefore reflects the
SAT. One popular model is the drift-diffusion model,
which allows translating common behavioral indicators
(like accuracy, mean response times, and response time
distributions) into components of cognitive processing
(like efficiency of evidence accumulation and response
criterion setting) to refine theoretical understanding
of decision processes in two-choice reaction time tasks
(Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008).
The drift-diffusion model has been applied to aging
studies, typically by comparing younger and older adults’
performance with respect to the SAT. Starns and Ratcliff
(2010) concluded that older adults consistently prioritize
accuracy over speed, even when instructed to prioritize
faster response time, whereas younger adults focus on
balancing speed and accuracy, thereby aiming for an optimum SAT. In the drift-diffusion model, the separation
of the decision boundaries in a two-choice decision task
represents the amount of information needed to choose
one of the response alternatives. The greater this parameter, the more accurate, but also the slower, the answer.
For a given amount of time, there is an optimal decision
boundary that maximizes accuracy. Across multiple decision tasks, and under different instructions (emphasizing
either speed or accuracy), the authors found that younger
adults used boundaries closer to the optimum compared
to older adults, whereas older adults consistently used
boundaries that were much wider than the x optimum.
Moreover, younger adults benefited from accuracy
feedback and practice to more closely approximate the
optimal decision boundary, whereas older adults did not.
In a follow-up study, Starns and Ratcliff (2012) further
studied age differences in SAT strategies by adding so
called “fixed-time blocks,” that is, blocks of trials that
lasted a fixed amount of time, regardless of the number
of trials completed (in contrast to fixed-trial blocks, composed of a fixed number of trials, independent of the time
needed for completion). Participants were instructed to
aim at getting as many correct trials as possible within the
(same) time limit, and that to do so they should simply
speed up, given that they were not penalized for errors.
The authors expected that, if older and younger adults
set different task goals, the fixed-time condition should
at least alleviate the age difference in boundary width.
Results showed that older adults consistently used boundaries farther away from the optimal decision boundary
than younger adults, but that both age groups reduced
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boundary width in the fixed-time condition compared to
the fixed-trial condition. Furthermore, the age difference
in boundary width was the same across both conditions,
meaning that the observed effect is not entirely due to
differences in group-specific task goals. The authors concluded that younger adults were better able to adjust their
SAT to the new performance objective than older adults.
The relation between speed and accuracy in cognitive
performance has been studied intensively at the microlevel, that is, across trials within a unique test session
(Heitz, 2014). Indeed, the vast majority of studies of the
SAT follow a traditional experimental design composed
of multiple trials within a limited number of sessions,
all administered on the same day. In real life, however,
we often need to make multiple decisions of the same
type within the same day; correspondingly, SAT has been
shown to vary across repeated assessments of the same
task within the same day (e.g., Gueugneau, Pozzo, Darlot, & Papaxanthis, 2017). SAT on an abstract two-choice
reaction time task may also vary across multiple days.
To examine this possibility would require a study design
in which the same task is administered at least once
per day across multiple days. Additionally, feedback concerning speed and accuracy performance on a given day
may invoke strategies that influence the tradeoff between
speed and accuracy on the following day (Siegler, 1994,
2007).
The COGITO study (Schmiedek, Bauer, Lövdén,
Brose, & Lindenberger, 2010a; Schmiedek, Lövdén, &
Lindenberger, 2010b) used a very intensive multiplemeasure cognitive intervention within a sample of over
100 younger and 100 older adults, who were assessed
each day during a period of at least 100 days. We focus
here on the most difficult of three two-choice comparison
reaction time tasks. This task required participants to
compare two complex figural stimuli and decide whether
these were identical or different. As such, the task differed
from a two-alternative forced choice paradigm, based
on inspection of a single stimulus, such as an odd-even
decision for a number. Hence, the present task is not
well suited for application of the standard drift-diffusion
model. Instead, we analyze daily mean RT and daily accuracy scores to examine how these trade off with each other
at the macro-level, that is, over the entire testing period.

Method
Participants
The COGITO study included 101 younger (51.5%
women, age: 20–31 years) and 103 older (49.5% women,
age: 65–80 years) adults, recruited in Berlin, Germany. All participants were living independently and
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in good health, and their general cognitive functioning was representative of their age group and comparable to those of larger population-based studies
(Schmiedek et al., 2010b). Participants were financially
remunerated.

Procedure
The study consisted of a pretest phase, an intensive
training phase lasting at least 100 days, and a posttest
phase. During the pre- and posttest phases, a broad
cognitive battery with tasks on reasoning, episodic
memory, perceptual speed, and working memory was
administered. During the intensive training phase, some
of the same perceptual speed, working memory, and
episodic memory tasks were administered. In this article
we consider participants’ performance on a two-choice
perceptual speed task with figural stimuli during the
intensive training phase. All tasks were computerized
and participants were tested on individual workstations
in rooms with at most five other people. Participants
could not communicate with each other. At the end of
each day, the computer program provided feedback on
how accurate and fast the participants’ responses were,
by showing them their overall accuracy (sum of correct
items) and mean reaction time, and giving participants
the opportunity to print out and take home a sheet
with the results of the day (Schmiedek et al., 2010a,
2010b).

Two-choice figural comparison task
This figural comparison task consisted of two “fribbles,” three-dimensional colored objects comprising several connected parts, presented on either side of the
screen. The fribbles came from a battery developed by the
laboratory of professor Michael J. Tarr (Carnegie Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, PA, USA, http://www.tarrlab.org).
Participants had to decide as quickly as possible if
the two fribbles were identical or different. When
the two fribbles differed, they did so by only one
element.
At pretest, five blocks of 40 trials each were shown
(total of 200 trials). This high number of trials assured that
participants became familiar with the fribbles. The intensive training phase consisted of at least 100 days, with two
blocks of 40 trials each per day. Thus, during the training phase each participant received a total of at least 8000
training trials (40 trials × 2 blocks × 100 days). Reaction
times (RTs; in ms) and accuracy (0 = wrong vs 1 = correct) were measured.

Analyses
Preliminary data preparation and transformations
Because our interest was in SAT adjustment on a day-today basis (possibly due to the daily speed and accuracy
feedback provided to participants), for each individual we
combined the 80 daily RT and accuracy measurements, so
as to obtain (a) a single mean RT and (b) a single accuracy proportion score (ranging from 0 to 1) for each of
the 100 days. Thus, for each individual we obtained a time
series of 100 RT means and a time series of 100 accuracy proportion scores. Prior to calculating the RT means,
we eliminated all RTs below 100 ms (<1%), because we
considered these to be anticipatory responses, rather than
responses to the experimental stimulus. We obtained daily
accuracy proportion scores by calculating the proportion
of correct items on each day. To normalize the data, we
computed (a) the natural log of all daily mean RTs (i.e.,
ln(mean RT)) and (b) the logit of the accuracy proportion
scores [ln( p̂ / (1 – p̂)], where p̂ is the proportion of correct
responses; in case of perfect accuracy ( p̂ = 1), to calculating ln[1 / (1 – 1)], we replaced ( p̂ = 1.00) with ( p̂ = {[(max
– 1) + max] / 2} / max), where max is the maximum
number of items presented at a given day (almost always
80); that is, we replaced the perfect accuracy proportion
1.00 with the proportion of the average of the perfect total
score and one-less-than-perfect total score ( p̂ = {[(80 – 1)
+ 80] / 2} / 80 = 0.99375, when max = 80). There were no
observations with p̂ = 0.00, which would also have been
computationally problematic (i.e., ln[0 / (1 – 0)]).
Multilevel ﬁrst-order vector autoregressive model
We conceived the process of SAT adjustment as the influence that a RT or accuracy score of a given day could exert
on the accuracy or RT score of the following day, respectively, over and above the autoregressive effect of either
score. That is, we examined the extent to which one’s
RT on day t-1 influences the accuracy on day t, possibly
because feedback about being slower than usual would
motivate the participant to be faster, and consequently
also less accurate, on day t. Likewise, knowing that one’s
accuracy on a given day was below one’s previous scores
may stimulate the participant to be more accurate, but
consequently also slower, on the following day. We thus
expected that negative cross-regressive effects between
RT and accuracy would indicate an adjustment in SAT,
meaning that higher accuracy on day t-1 would lead
one to try to be faster (but also potentially somewhat
less accurate) on day t, and lower accuracy on day t-1
would lead one to slower but more accurate responses
on day t. Likewise, a slower RT on day t-1 (and therefore
higher accuracy on that day) may stimulate one to be less
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accurate, but faster, on day t, whereas faster (but less accurate) responses on day t-1 would lead to more accurate
(but slower) responses on day t.
To examine the dynamic associations between the
RT and the accuracy time series, which we defined
as the auto- and cross-regressive effects of lag 1 day
(between day t-1 and day t), we used a first-order vector
autoregressive (VAR(1)) model. We kept the lag at 1 day,
because we assumed that participants may have had an
immediate reaction to the feedback about their daily performance. Typical VAR models are defined and estimated
on single individual’s intensive data, that is, on N = 1.
In the present application, this would imply estimating
a separate VAR(1) model for each of the over 200 COGITO participants. Recently, multilevel extensions of the
VAR(1) model have been proposed to take advantage of
the nested structure of the data: The intensive repeated
assessments at level-1 are nested within the individuals at
level-2. This model decomposes the daily RT and accuracy scores into between-person and within-person parts,
and at the same time estimates the average dynamic association among the within-person parts, allowing them to
vary between persons. This model can be estimated using
the latest version of the latent variable modeling program
Mplus (version 8; Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2017) as illustrated in Hamaker, Asparouhov, Brose, Schmiedek, and
Muthén, in press. The parameters are estimated within the
Bayesian framework, and thus point estimates are defined
by posterior means (or medians) and inferential conclusions can be reached by examining the credible intervals
of the posterior distribution. We estimated a multilevel
VAR(1) (MLVAR(1)) model separately in each age group.
For further information on this model, see Asparouhov,
Hamaker, and Muthén (2018) and the Mplus manual
(Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2017). Appendix A presents
the commented Mplus (version 8) syntax of this model.
The model can be represented as follows:

or increase the accuracy level on day t. This withinperson process is clearly fundamentally different from a
between-person phenomenon that posits, for instance,
that participants that are (generally) slow are (generally) also accurate, compared to fast participants. Thus,
the bulk of the model is about within-person deviations, in both RTs and accuracy, from the general level
of performance. In Equation (1), μRT,i and μA,i represent the between-person differences in performance, and
characterize solely interindividual differences, whereas
the remaining elements represent the within-person,
or intraindividual, variability, which represents personspecific daily fluctuations around the overall mean. This
decomposition of RT and accuracy scores into betweenperson and within-person components holds if the time
series is stationary (either around zero or a constant
mean), but breaks down if the time series is subject to a
trend (cf. Curran & Bauer, 2011).
The within-person component of the time series is
then modeled according to a VAR model: φ represents
either an autoregressive (φ RT→RT,i and φ A→A,i ) or a crossregressive (φ A→RT,i and φ RT→A,i ) parameter, and ε is the
remaining dynamic error on day t. The simultaneous
application of the model to all participants rests on the
multilevel structure of the data, where the time measurements, denoted by t, are nested within the individuals’
data, denoted i. Level-2 (individual specific) random
effects are defined for all components of the model with
a subscript i, and these are allowed to correlate. More
precisely, the person-specific random effects around the
overall level scores (μRT,i and μA,i ), the autoregressive
(φ RT→RT,i and φ A→A,i ) and the cross-regressive (φ A→RT,i
and φ RT→A,i ) parameters correlate with each other at the
between-person level. Equation (1) represents the model
at the within-person level (level-1), where the dynamic
errors (εRT,i,t and εA,i,t ) are allowed to correlate with each
other at the within-person level.

RTi,t = μRT,i + φRT →RT,i RTi,t−1 + φA→RT,i Ai,t−1 + εRT,i,t

Stationarity
Time series data may display trends, such as an initial
decreasing pattern in RT or increasing pattern in accuracy, signifying that participants learn during the first
trials and as a result become faster and more accurate.
To detect such trends, we visually inspected the time
series and also computed the Augmented Dickey-Fuller
(ADF) test (Dickey & Fuller, 1979). The ADF is a popular test for assessing stationarity around zero, around a
constant value (drift), and around a constant value and
a regular change pattern (drift and trend). The ADF test
assesses weak or second-order stationarity, that is, the
constancy of the mean and the variance of the outcome
across repeated assessments (Wei, 2012). We excluded

Ai,t = μA,i + φA→A,i Ai,t−1 + φRT →A,i RTi,t−1 + εA,i,t ,
(1)
where RT and A are reaction time and accuracy (transformed) scores, respectively, t-1 and t indicate any two
successive days, and μ is the overall level or mean score
across the 100 days. Note that the hypotheses cited above
about SAT adjustment reflect a pure within-person process, rather than a between-person phenomenon. As
a person learns about her/his slow response time or
low accuracy level on day t-1, she/he is hypothesized
to adjust the answer style to reduce the response time
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from the subsequent analyses all individuals with nonstationary time series, mainly because the methods for
detrending time series are varied and can obfuscate the
time-dependency information therein (Wang, Hamaker,
& Bergeman, 2012). This assures that the decomposition
of the time series into between-person and within-person
components as specified in Equation (1) holds.
Irregular testing schedules and missing data
Although the full sample of 204 participants was tested
on 100 days, these were not consecutive days. Testing
never took place on weekends, holidays often meant
interruptions of over one week, and the testing was not
intended to interfere heavily with participants’ life. Thus,
in reality, the 100 daily administrations took place on
average across 161.62 days in younger adults (ranging
from 117 to 373 days) and 150.00 in older adults (from
114 to 276 days). Standard statistical software presupposes that time series are composed of regularly spaced
measurements, which implies no missing observations.
This assumption was clearly violated in the COGITO
data. Nevertheless, Mplus version 8 allows estimating
autoregressive parameters even in the presence of irregular testing schedules and missing data via Bayesian
estimation. The software applies an algorithm that, if
needed, discretizes the time variable, thereby allowing
approximating a continuous time series by a discrete time
series. In our case, this step was not necessary, because
participants were tested on a given day. We just needed
to define the individual time series such that time did
not mean the number of the occasion of measurement.
Rather, we needed to specify time as the number of days
elapsed since the first occasions, starting at 1, for every
participant. Hence, a participant first tested on a Monday,
then on the following Wednesday would have the values
t = 1 and t = 3. This participant missed the Tuesday
assessment, so that t = 2 corresponds to a missing RT
and a missing accuracy value. The natural interval width
for this discrete time variable is 1 (day). In the end, this
time metric implies that t does not span from 1 to 100,
but from 1 to (a) at least 114 and 177 and (b) at most 373
and 276 in younger and older adults, respectively.
As is common in Bayesian estimation, missing data
are then considered just like any other parameter in the
model, as unknown random variables for which a posterior distribution can be estimated by relying on their
prior distribution and the likelihood function (Gelman
et al., 2013). Thus, missing data add little complexity to
the estimation process. The Markov chain Monte Carlo
algorithm is the usual simulation-based approach to
estimating the parameters’ and missing values’ posterior
distributions.

Results
Stationarity
Given that the dependent variables of the time series considered here are daily mean RTs and daily accuracy scores
of a speed task, it is not surprising that stationarity around
zero was clearly refuted across all participants. Stationarity across a constant, non-zero mean was deemed acceptable in all but 16 (eight younger and eight older adults)
and 3 participants (all older adults) for RT and accuracy,
respectively. Thus, after removing a constant mean from
the individual time series of the remaining 188 RT (93
younger and 95 older adults) and 201 (101 younger and
100 older adults) accuracy series, the resulting time series
can be considered weakly stationary. Because we applied a
VAR model and used Bayesian estimation, the final sample sizes were n = 101 younger and n = 102 older adults
(in fact, for some rare participants data were collected on
only either RT or accuracy scores, but not on both).
Rather than removing the mean, we estimated a
MLVAR(1) model that included intercept terms (cf. μRT,i
and μA,i in Equation 1). The number of non-stationary
series during the training phase might be expected to
be low, because typically participants become faster and
more accurate with repeated exposure to the same cognitive tasks. However, participants underwent a rather
extensive pretest phase before the training phase, so that
most of their learning occurred during this pretest. Thus,
for the vast majority of participants no further systematic
learning (i.e., trend) occurred after pretest. Graphical
inspection of the time series confirmed this conclusion:
The stationary series displayed no systematic trend,
whereas the non-stationary series showed an increasing
trend for the accuracy scores and a decreasing trend for
the RTs.

MLVAR(1)
Bayesian estimation procedures
We estimated the model with 50000 iterations and a thinning of 10, thereby basing our results on 5000 iterations
(cf. Hamaker et al., in press). We specified the Gibbs
random walk sampler algorithm for the Markov chain
Monte Carlo estimation and ran two parallel chains.
We used the default specification for priors (i.e., normal distribution with mean = 0 and variance = 1010 ).
This corresponds to a highly diffused (non-informative)
prior, which results in a greater weight on the likelihood
than on the prior distribution during the estimation
procedure. We concluded that the models converged in
both age groups because (a) the potential scale reduction
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statistic was relatively close to 1 (1.08 in both younger
and older adults, meaning that in both age groups the
two chains converged in their results, despite having
different starting values), (b) the posterior distributions
of all parameters were symmetrical, (c) trace plots of all
posterior parameters indicated stability in the final solution, and (d) the autocorrelation plot for each parameter
indicated values quickly dropping to zero (Gelman et al.,
2013; Plummer, Best, Cowles, & Vines, 2006). Estimation
was computationally quite intensive (i.e., estimation of
each model took from about two to over seven hours on a
PC with two 2.39-GHz processors of with 8 GB of RAM).
Fixed-eﬀects and variance estimates
The model’s estimates of fixed effects and variances are
shown in Table 1, with their 95% credible intervals (CIs)
for both age groups. As expected, younger adults appear
overall both faster (μRT of 7.16 vs. 7.71, corresponding to
e 7.16 = 1287 ms vs. e 7.71 = 2231 ms) and more accurate
(μA of 3.11 vs. 2.71, corresponding to proportions of correct responses of e3.11 / (1 + e3.31 ) = .96 vs. e2.11 / (1 +
e2.71 ) = .94) than older adults. There are reliable individual differences in both overall RT and accuracy levels for
both age groups, as indicated by the CIs of the variances
of μRT and μA .
For the auto- and cross-regressive parameters, we
present the estimates in two metrics: raw (in the upper
line of each cell) and within-level (i.e., within-person)
standardized (lower line). The latter metric corresponds
to the average within-person standardized values and
is particularly useful when comparing the two crossregressive parameters to each other. Their magnitudes can
be considered equivalent when standardized, and thus
conclusions about asymmetrical spill-over effects can be
reached (for more details, see Schuurman, Ferrer, de BoerSonnenschein, & Hamaker, 2016, and Hamaker et al., in
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press). In particular here, the RTs and accuracy scores
(albeit their transformations prior to analyses) are in different metrics. This implies that their cross-regressive
effects (RT influencing upcoming accuracy scores and
vice versa) should be examined in the within-person standardized metric, whereas for the autoregressive effects
(each variable influencing itself at a later time) the two
metrics yield very similar estimates. The autoregressive
parameters of both RT and accuracy are quite strong in
both age groups, but younger adults seem to displayed a
stronger RT carryover effect than older adults (0.61 vs.
0.53, respectively), whereas older adults appear to show
more regularity in accuracy than younger adults (0.44
vs. 0.26, respectively). All autoregressive parameters show
between person variance indicating that individual differences exist.
The younger adults show negative spill-over effects,
which is coherent with our expectations about SAT
adjustment. In particular, the effect that accuracy on day
t-1 exerts on RT on day t, over and above the autoregressive effect of RT, appears to differ from zero with a
negative sign at the group level (−0.09 in standardized
metric). The opposite effect, also in the expected negative
direction, did not reliably differ from zero in this age
group. Of interest, the random effects around φ A→RT do
not differ from zero, whereas the random effects around
φ RT→A are quite large. Overall, in younger adults, RT on
day t-1 does not appear to influence accuracy the next day,
but there is evidence that for some younger individuals
this effect is likely to be at play and negative in sign.
The older adults, however, show positive spill-over
effects in both directions. Thus, in this age group accuracy on day t-1 influences RT on day t (φ A→RT = 0.07),
whereas RT on a given day influences accuracy on the
next day (φ RT→A = 0.05). This result indicates that higher
RTs and greater accuracy on day t-1 implies even higher

Table . Posterior means and % credible intervals of ﬁxed eﬀects and variances for younger and older adults estimated from the VAR
model. Auto- and cross-regressive parameters are shown in both raw (upper line) and within-level standardized (lower line) metrics.
Fixed Eﬀects

μRT
μA
φ RT→RT
φ A→A
φ A→RT
φ RT→A

Random Variances

Younger Adults

Older Adults

Younger Adults

Older Adults

. [. – .]
. [. – .]
. [. – .]
. [. – .]
. [. – .]
. [. – .]
−. [−. – −.]
−. [−. – −.]
−. [−. – .]
−. [−. – .]

. [. – .]
. [. – .]
. [. – .]
. [. – .]
. [. – .]
. [. – .]
. [. – .]
. [. – .]
. [. – .]
. [. – .]

. [. – .]
. [. – .]
. [. – .]

. [. – .]
. [. – .]
. [. – .]

. [. – .]

. [. – .]

. [. – .]

. [. – .]

. [. – .]

. [. – .]

Notes. The parameters refer to the model of Equation . μRT and μA are the overall person-speciﬁc means of reaction time and accuracy scores, respectively; φ RT→RT
and φ A→A are the auto-regressive parameters of reaction time and accuracy, respectively, whereas φ A→RT and φ RT→A are the cross-regressive eﬀects; estimates
that are italicized correspond to parameters that are not diﬀerent from zero.
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Table . Correlations among the between-person (level-) random eﬀects of the multivariate VAR() model.
μRT
μRT
μA
φ RT→RT
φ A→A
φ A→RT
φ RT→A

μA
.

.
− .
.
.
− .

− .
.
.
− .

φ RT→RT

φ A→A

φ A→RT

φ RT→A

− .
− .

.
.
− .

.
− .
− .
.

.
− .

.
− .
− .
.
.

.

− .
− .
.

Notes. The parameters refer to the model of Equation . μRT and μA are the overall person-speciﬁc means of reaction time and accuracy scores, respectively;
φ RT→RT and φ A→A are the auto-regressive parameters of reaction time and
accuracy, respectively, whereas φ A→RT and φ RT→A are the cross-regressive
eﬀects; lower entries are correlations for the younger adults; upper entries
are correlations for the older adults; estimates that are italicized correspond
to parameters that are not diﬀerent from zero.

accuracy and RTs on day t. The magnitude of these
cross-regressive effects in older adults are much weaker
than those of the auto-regressive effect, leading the
dynamic system to remain within realistic boundaries.
Finally, with respect to the within-person part of the
model, the dynamic errors of RT correlate positively with
those of accuracy in both age groups: r(εRT -εA ) = .10
and .38 in the younger and older adults, respectively (not
shown in Tables). Thus, the residuals of daily withinperson fluctuations (around the overall level) in RT and
in accuracy were nearly independent in younger adults,
and only weakly associated in older adults.
Covariance estimates
Table 2 shows the between-person correlations of the
level and auto- and cross-regressive effects. When relevant, we compare correlations across the two age groups
by computing the Fisher r-to -z transformations for both
younger and older adults and then testing their difference.
If applicable, we report the p-value corresponding to the
null hypothesis of no difference between the correlation
of the younger and that of the older adults. Not surprisingly, person mean levels of RT and of accuracy correlate
positively. Across the 100 days, individuals with greater
accuracy tended to have greater RTs, thus to be slower,
whereas faster individuals tended to be less accurate.
This effect is stronger in younger (r(μRT -μA ) = .76)
than in older adults (r(μRT -μA ) = .53; p = .0048)1 . In
both age groups, overall faster individuals are also more
consistent in their RT behavior (r(μRT -φ RT→RT ) = −.26
vs −.49 in younger and in older adults, respectively; these
correlations were not different, p = .0596). Similarly,
individuals with greater overall accuracy are also more
consistent in the accuracy behavior, more so in older


The mean over the  days of the daily mean RT of each participant and the
mean accuracy score across the  days of the daily accuracy scores correlated r = . in the younger and r = . in the older adults. We interpret these
between subject correlations as being dominated by individual diﬀerences
in SAT, rather than by individual diﬀerences in ability (according to which
we would expect that higher levels of ability would correlate positively with
higher accuracy and negatively with RTs).

(r(μA -φ A→A ) = .57) than in younger adults (r(μA -φ A→A )
= .28, p = .0123). In both younger and older adults,
displaying more consistency in one performance aspect
means displaying less consistency in the other (r(φ RT→RT φ A→A ) = −0.45 in younger and −0.35 in older adults,
respectively; these correlations were not different, p
= .4036). For younger adults, we also observe that
stronger SAT adjustment motivated by accuracy implies
both higher consistency in RT performance (r(φ A→RT φ RT→RT ) = −.48) and lower consistency in accuracy
performance (r(φ A→RT -φ A→A ) = .53), whereas in older
adults this adjustment implies greater overall accuracy
levels (r(φ A→RT -μA ) = −.29). Finally, in younger adults,
higher SAT adjustment motivated by RT is associated to
higher overall accuracy levels (r(φ RT→A -μA ) = −.50),
whereas for older adults the RT-driven SAT adjustment
implies both less consistency in accuracy ((r(φ RT→A φ A→A ) = .29) and more accuracy-driven SAT adjustment
(r(φ RT→A -φ A→RT ) = .68).
Eﬀect size estimates
The average within-person amount of explained variance
in fluctuations around the overall mean values were 44%
and 41% for daily mean RT and 16% and 32% for daily
accuracy in younger and older adults, respectively. That is,
the model explained from 1/6 to nearly 1/2 of the variance
in daily fluctuations across 100 days in RT and accuracy
scores.
To evaluate the importance of the cross-regressive
effects it terms of effect size, we estimated the same model
as above, but without the cross-regressive effects φ RT→A
and φ A→RT . This second model is statistically nested
within the previous model; its parameters form a subset
of the parameters of the first model. In frequentist estimation, this sort of model comparison can be evaluated in
terms of the difference in statistical fit taking into account
the difference in parsimony., With Bayesian estimation,
it is customary to compare models’ deviance information criterion (DIC; Spiegelhalter, Best, Carlin, & Van Der
Linde, 2002). However, the DIC value provided in the
context of multivariate VAR models in Mplus version 8
is not suitable for model comparisons. It is highly dependent on the number of latent variables that are treated as
parameters, and the two cross-regressive parameters fall
in this category (see Asparouhov et al., 2018, for more
details). Therefore, we limit ourselves to comparing the
average amount of variance in within-person fluctuations
of the two models, with and without the cross-regressive
parameters. For RT, the R2 drops from 0.44 to 0.40 in the
younger, and from 0.41 to 0.35 in the older adults. For
accuracy, the R2 remains constant at 0.16 for the younger,
whereas it drops from 0.32 to 0.28 in the older adults.
However, within both age groups, the 95% credible intervals about these effect size measures in the two models
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overlap widely, so that possible changes in R2 must be
interpreted with caution.

Discussion
Both younger and older adults appeared to display
fairly strong consistency in their day-to-day performance
on the two-choice comparison task. The autoregressive
parameter for RT was positive, significant, and of substantial magnitude in both age groups. How quickly COGITO participants responded during the figural task on
a given day was partially determined by their speed of
response on the previous day. For accuracy, the autoregressive parameter, although positive and significant, was
weaker in magnitude. It thus appears that temporal (dayto-day) dependency for RT is stronger than for accuracy.
Additionally, younger adults appeared to adjust their
SAT from one day to the next, such that their accuracy
level on a given day negatively influenced their RT on the
next day. It is possible that the daily feedback that participants received about how accurately and quickly they
performed the task contributed to this outcome. Younger
participants who were told on a given day that they were
more accurate, but also slower than usual, would then
be motivated to perform more quickly on the following
day. This effect is represented by the significant negative
cross-regressive effect from accuracy on day t-1 to RT on
day t. The opposite effect, from RT on day t-1 to accuracy on day t, was also negative in sign in younger adults,
but its credible interval included zero. Nevertheless, the
large random-effects of this parameter could indicate that
at least some younger adults engaged also in this type of
SAT adjustment.
In contrast, older adults displayed positive and significant cross-regressive effects, meaning that high accuracy
levels on a given day were followed by high RTs on the next
day, and vice versa. This pattern might imply that older
adults ignored the daily feedback or simply focused on
accuracy, sacrificing faster RT. It thus appears that older
adults did not adjust their SAT: A high accuracy score on
day t-1 predicted a high RT on day t, meaning that this age
group maintained a consistent response pattern.
Typically, in two-choice comparison tasks, older adults
prioritize accuracy over speed, whereas younger adults
are more willing to sacrifice accuracy for improvement
in speed (e.g., Hertzog, Vernon, & Rypma, 1993; Rabbitt,
1979; Salthouse, 1979). This effect has also been observed
when participants are explicitly instructed to emphasize
speed over accuracy, and when age differences in speed of
evidence accumulation are taken into account (e.g., Starns
& Ratcliff, 2010, 2012). When speed is emphasized during instructions, both younger and older adults typically
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adapt their performance to obtain faster responses. What
differentiates the two age groups is that younger adults
speed up at the cost of accuracy, by adopting a more liberal response style, whereas older adults are less willing to
sacrifice accuracy for speed gains. Such results have been
interpreted in terms of greater conservative response style
in older compared to younger adults: older adults are not
trading accuracy for speed, even when pushed to do so by
the task instructions (Hertzog et al., 1993). This tendency
of older adults to favor accuracy over speed may magnify the difference in perceptual speed generally observed
between them and younger adults.
Age differences in goal setting during a two-choice
comparison task may not only reflect conscious preference for a conservative versus liberal response style
but may also be dictated by physiological characteristics. Forstmann et al. (2010) found that in a sample of
young adults, those with stronger structural connections
between the presupplementary motor area and striatum
were better able to adjust to cues emphasizing either speed
or accuracy in a moving-dots task, thereby showing superior SAT capacities. Given that aging affects brain connectivity in general (Madden et al., 2009), this finding may
partially account for age differences in abilities to adjust
SAT. This is consistent with Forstmann et al. (2011)),
who showed that older adults who adopt slower SAT settings than younger adults also have reduced white matter
integrity in corticostriatal tracts connecting the presupplementary motor area to the striatum.
Future directions
An alternative approach to investigate age differences in
SAT in the COGITO study calls for the application of
the drift-diffusion model. Within this model, SAT is primarily captured by the boundary separation parameter
(Starns & Ratcliff, 2010): The wider the separation, the
more accurate, but also slower, the response. Application
of this model typically requires a two-alternative forced
choice in which decisions are based on evidence accumulation for a single stimulus. In contrast, our task contained two stimuli that needed to be checked for identity.
Such a task is likely to require shifting attention back and
forth between each of the two stimuli, a behavior that cannot be captured by standard versions of the drift-diffusion
model.
Limitations
A limitation of this study is that we did not directly
assess strategies or conscious adaptations of test taking
features that participants might have adopted. Behavioral
measures, such as eye tracking, or self-report measures
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could have enhanced our understanding of such strategies. Instead, our interpretation of the data in terms of
SAT adjustment and the associated age-related differences
was inferred indirectly from the cross-regressive parameters within the MLVAR(1) model. Self-reported strategies were assessed for some of the other COGITO tasks
that were administered daily (e.g., Hertzog, Lövdén, Lindenberger, & Schmiedek, 2017), but not for measures of
perceptual speed. The duration, location, and sequence
of fixations using eye-tracking may help to discriminate
between different strategies to reconcile speed and accuracy, and may serve to validate our interpretation of crossregressive parameters.

Conclusions
Most of the extant research comparing SAT in younger
and older adults is based on experiments lasting only a few
minutes and in which participants are observed in their
SAT adjustment across different conditions that emphasize either speed or accuracy. Evidence showing how this
micro-level phenomenon may generalize to a larger temporal scale remains scarce. The uniquely rich COGITO
study and recent development of statistical software for
multivariate vector autoregressive modeling allowed us to
examine how daily SAT adjustments unfolded over several months—and how this process differed in younger
and older adults. In general, younger adults appeared to
adjust their SAT on a daily basis during a two-choice comparison task, whereas older adults did not appear to do
so. Nevertheless, individual differences within both age
groups, as evidenced by the magnitudes of the random
effects that represent individual differences in the crossregressive parameters, leave the door open to investigations of age-untypical behavior, such as conservative decisions in younger adults and liberal choices in older adults.
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Appendix A
Supplementary Material for the MBR Website: Mplus (version 8) syntax of a
MLVAR(1) model
TITLE: DSEM to test speed-accuracy tradeoff in COGITO data.
To appear in Ghisletta, P., Joly-Burra, E., Aichele, S., Lindenberger, U., &
Schmiedek, F.
Age differences in day-to-day speed-accuracy tradeoffs: Results from the
COGITO study.
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DATA: FILE = cogito.dat; ! specify data file in free format
VARIABLE: NAMES = id day mRT acc; ! name variables in data file
USEVARIABLES = mRT acc; ! name variables to be analyzed in model
CLUSTER = id; ! name variable denoting level-2 between-person
identifier
LAGGED = mRT(1) acc(1); ! specify the time interval
TINTERVAL = day(1); ! specify the time variable and its interval
MISSING = .; ! specify how missing data are coded
ANALYSIS: TYPE = TWOLEVEL RANDOM; ! do not modify
ESTIMATOR = BAYES; ! do not modify
PROCESSORS = 2; ! do not modify
BITERATIONS = (50000); ! specify number of iterations
BSEED = 41; ! specify seed if you want to compare multiple
estimations
THIN = 10; ! specify the thinning parameter, which is combined with
the number of iterations
ALGORITHM = GIBBS(RW); ! specify the MCMC algorithm
MODEL: %WITHIN% ! this part concerns the within-person effects
pRT | mRT ON mRT&1; ! specify the autoregressive (AR) parameter of
RT and name it pRT
pacc | acc ON acc&1; ! specify the AR parameter of accuracy (acc)
and name it pacc
pRTacc | mRT ON acc&1; ! specify the cross-regressive (CR) parameter
from acc to RT and name it pRTacc
paccRT | acc ON mRT&1; ! specify the CR parameter from RT to acc and
name it paccRT
%BETWEEN% ! this part concerns the between-person effects
mRT WITH acc; ! specify the intraindividual mean (iM) of RT to correlate with the iM of acc
pRT WITH pacc-paccRT mRT acc; ! specify pRT to correlate with pacc,
pRTacc, paccRT, mRT, acc
pacc WITH pRTacc paccRT mRT acc; ! specify pacc to correlate with
pRTacc, paccRT, mRT, acc
pRTacc WITH paccRT mRT acc; ! specify pRTacc to correlate with paccRT, mRT, acc
paccRT WITH mRT acc; ! specify paccRT to correlate with mRT, acc
PLOT: TYPE = PLOT2; ! ask for plots for diagnostic purposes
OUTPUT:

TECH1 TECH8 STANDARDIZED TECH4 RESIDUAL; ! specify output options

